Close Quarters

To some, he is an assassin. To others, hes merely the man who gets the job done when no one
else can. Now politico-military black-ops leader Roman Chernichenko has to take out the leak
in an espionage plot that could destabilize all of Africa. Nothing will distract him from his
mission. Not even the deliciously appealing blonde whos awoken his deepest desires - and just
happens to be his target...Tanya Ruston is a beautiful and brainy do-gooder - and now Roman
is supposed to dispose of her when all he really wants to do is seduce her. Soon its clear
Tanyas no information agent - and now that his conscience has gotten the better of him, he and
Tanya are on the run from the good guys and bad. If theyre going to make it out alive, Roman
will have to act fast - and stop thinking about how hes going to get his feisty new charge down
the aisle...
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Define close quarters. close quarters synonyms, close quarters pronunciation, close quarters
translation, English dictionary definition of close quarters. pl n 1. a . Definition of close
quarters.: immediate contact or close range fought at close quarters.
What's the meaning and origin of the phrase 'Close quarters'?.
Define at close quarters (phrase) and get synonyms. What is at close quarters ( phrase)? at
close quarters (phrase) meaning, pronunciation and more by.
Close quarters definition, a small, cramped place or position. See more.
at close quarters meaning, definition, what is at close quarters: if something happens or is done
at close: Learn more. at close quarters/range definition: (from) a short distance away. Learn
more.
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